CUSTOM COATING

Tyhoo Industries

One-stop Solution Provider
ABOUT TYHOO

Tyhoo Industries is one of the worldwide leading professional providers of petroleum services and products specialized in one-stop solution for anti-corrosion, services for oil and gas exploration production, gathering and transferring, inspection and many other services for both onshore and offshore petroleum industry, chemical and petrochemical industry and other energy fields.
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SCOPE OF WORK IN PIPELINE

• Pipeline Internal Field Joint Coating Robot Service
• Pipeline External Field Joint Coating Service
• Pipeline Field Joint Insert Sleeve
• Custom Coating
• Shop-applied Pipe Primed Internal FBE Coating
• Shop-applied/Mobile-plant Pipe Concrete Weight Coating(CWC)
• Shop-applied/Mobile-plant Pipe External Coating

CUSTOM COATING

Tyhoo custom coating provides various kinds of internal and external anti-corrosion coatings for pipes, valves, bends, fittings, tees, fabricated spools and other custom structures. With rich applying experience, advanced equipment and excellent ability in quality control, we provide our customers high quality products and services which are able to meet most international standards and customer requirement.

Applicable Custom Coating Types Include

• Liquid Epoxy, Polyurethanes and Other Liquid Coatings
• Primed and Un-primed Fusion Bonded Epoxy
• Baked-on-Phenolic
• Flame Spraying Polymer Coatings, such as 3LPE/3LPP
• External Tape Wrapped Coating (PE/PP)
• Jacketed PU, SPU Thermal Insulation Coatings
• Internal Lined HDPE
• Internal Lined Rubber
Tyhoo custom coating mill locates in Wuxi city, Jiangsu, with Self-owned wharf, close to Shanghai Port. The custom coating plant has pre-cleaning, soaking oven, liquid and powder spraying facilities, which is capable of applying custom coatings for:

- Straight pipes of all lengths
- Field joints
- Fittings
- Bends
- Reducers
- Down-hole tools
- Pre-fabricated spools
- T’s and elbows
- Coupling
- Sleeve
- Flanges
- Valves
- Pups
- Buckle arrestor
- Riser
- Oilfield tubular and sucker

With well implement of ISO Quality, Health and environment system, Tyhoo custom coatings provide you reliable products and services, as well as protect your assets from erosion, corrosion, wear, chemical exposure and harsh environmental elements to very stringent standards and specification.
Tyhoo’s custom coating is capable of applying various kinds of coatings for different kinds of custom structures from 2 inch to 60 inch.
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No.1808, Bldg.928, Yi’erba Jinian Rd
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TEL: +86 21 6073 3699
EMAIL: cc@tyhoopipeline.com
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HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS:

No.1808, Bldg.928, Yi’erba Jinian Rd.
Shanghai 200435, China

Tel: +86 (21) 6073 3699
Fax: +86 (21) 6073 3795

E-MAIL: gavin.wang@tyhoogroup.com
cc@tyhoopipeline.com

CUSTOM COATING PLANT ADDRESS:

No.83, Changyu Rd. Yuqi Town,
Huishan District, Wuxi,
Jiangsu 214183, China